Our clients include:

What our clients say ….
2017
Dear Kathy and Peter
I just wanted to express my personal gratitude for the way the leadership program was developed and conducted.
Peter your enthusiasm is incredibly infectious and I have no doubt that we will all benefit not only from the course
content that you deliver but also the way you deliver it and the on-going support.
Kathy your professional feedback to assist with the tasks handed down was amazing.
Jade Saunders
Manager Quality Control Training & Laboratory
Hi Sheree,
I would like to thank you for all your help and guidance through the Results Driven Leadership course. It has
certainly helped me to improve my leadership skills and given me the necessary tools to help manage my everyday
work plan as well as the challenges that may follow.
Tim Hurry
MAINTENANCE TEAM LEAD
FREON/REFRIGERATION

2016
Dear Kathy
Thank you so much. I have loved completing my Diploma with SG learning & Development; you've got a fantastic
online learning platform. The activities and assessments were all so well constructed, and are genuinely applicable
to work contexts; so it was only ever genuinely interesting, enlightening and rewarding to complete them at work.
I, my managers, as well as the team, have all reaped the benefits. I can't speak highly enough of your course.
Tania Huscroft
Equals International (Aust) Pty Ltd

“My enthusiasm to complete the Diploma of Business was matched by the encouragement, support and
professionalism of Kathy of SG Learning and Development. At the initial meeting Kathy helped me to tailor the
course to suit my learning goals. Training was delivered by an e-learning delivery mode, which was comprehensive,
easy to navigate and convenient. The self-paced e-learning was complimented by the ongoing support of my trainer
Kathy who’s knowledge and experience is significant. I was extremely happy with my trainer and the quality of the
training. And especially pleased now that I have my Diploma!!
Darren Hosne”
Cultural Immersion Pty Ltd

2015
Dear Kathy,
Having just completed my Diploma of Business (Quality Auditing) with you I just wanted to try and put into words
the appreciation I have of your wonderful knowledge, guidance and support provided throughout my studies.
From our initial contact you walked me through the enrolment process and finalising the training plan was a
breeze. The online environment was easy to navigate and provided a great basis for building the student/trainer erelationship. Submitting work was easy as was receiving the positive and more importantly supportive feedback.
When I was in doubt your mentoring and positivity helped build my confidence - those special underpinning life
tools that I’ll take with me wherever I go!
Undoubtedly the best training experience I’ve ever had. Thank you.
Melissa Wright
Quality Administrator
Supreme Packaging
June 2015

I approached SG Learning & Development because I wanted to complete a Diploma of Quality Auditing (BSB51607)
whilst working fulltime. I was provided constant support in addition to Kathy Pillion, my Trainer addressing all
questions and concerns relating to the Auditing course. Kathy made the process clear and achievable. The quality of
the resource materials made the process not seem as daunting as it first appeared. The online component was
relevant to my course and I found the entire experience to be professional and interesting. I would recommend SG
Learning & Development because they truly believe in the achievement of high-quality training and assessment
outcomes. I have recently been offered an exciting new career and feel completely confident that I now have the
mastering skills and knowledge to become an outstanding auditor. Thank you Kathy.
Kate Erskine
Apprentice Mentor Advisor
March 2015

Carers SA Testimonial.
Several of Carers SA staff completed the Diploma of Management using an online approach.
Staff found the facilitator very responsive, supportive and encouraging in approach.
The communication with Carers SA was very clear and we found it a huge benefit to work alongside the facilitator
so that projects identified fitted within the organisation. This approach helped staff to readily connect what they
were studying with their work.
Staff felt the way that the facilitator was available on line to respond to their needs worked really well, telephone
contact was also available if additional support was required. Staff benefited from the online forums and being
able to share different experiences with each other.
Feedback from Staff who completed the training include:
“ I feel the online approach is just as good as what a traditional workshop approach would be as I feel I have really
taken in the information that has been presented and this has been due to the delivery of the training”
“I was a little doubtful about completing a Diploma outside of a classroom situation and learning from the
interactions with others, but was pleasantly surprised – the online process worked really well and students were
able to communicate online, by email, phone or in some cases, face to face.”
“Feedback on how we had completed an activity was encouraging. Responses to feedback as well as the diploma
has also given me skills and knowledge on how respond to staff better. It has given me the strength / knowledge to
think and respond more appropriately without sounding abrupt while being confident in my response. “
Carers SA would recommend this online approach to others.
Written by Sharon Tentye, Manager Carer Services. Dec 2013

